
 WESO 2023  FINAL Detailed Event Description 

 Barge Building 

 Grades:  2  nd  – 3  rd  Grades 
 Teams:  1-2 participants per team 
 Duration:  30 minutes 
 Supervisor: 

 Summary Description 

 Using materials provided, teams will construct a barge, predict the amount of cargo the barge will hold 
 before it sinks and load the barge.  Scoring is based on the amount of cargo held by the barge and the 
 team’s ability to predict the maximum amount the barge can hold. 

 This event occurs in two phases – a construction/prediction phase and a loading phase. 

 Changes from Previous Years 

 Barge Material changed to Aluminum Foil (Reynolds Wrap Heavy Duty aluminum foil). 
 3  rd  grade added to competition.  3  rd  grade material  size is unknown a priori. 

 Concepts Covered 

 Water, Weight, Density, Buoyancy, Hydrodynamics, Estimation, Load, Construction 

 Rules/Competition Format 

 Phase 1 
 Construction and Written Prediction 

 1.  Aluminum foil barges will be built on site with foil provided by the Event Supervisor.  Second 
 grade teams will be given a 15cm x 15 cm square of Aluminum foil.  Third grade teams will be 
 given a piece of aluminum foil with dimensions not known prior to entering the room.  The 
 students will be told the dimensions when they are given their foil. 

 2.  The Event Supervisor will inform all teams of the cargo to be used at the time of the 
 competition, and give each team one piece of cargo during the building portion of the event. 
 The cargo will not be known until the time of competition. Cargo weights will not be announced 
 during the competition, nor will students be given access to scales to determine a cargo weight. 
 Students must be able to estimate the  number  of cargo  their barge will hold.  Students will have 
 access to WESO supplied calculators, should they wish to use one.  Some examples of cargo are: 
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 1 gram object:  paper clip 
 2.5 gram object:  post-1982 penny 
 5 gram object:  nickel 

 3.  Teams will be given 10 minutes to build their barge and submit a  written prediction  of the 
 number of pieces of cargo their barge will hold.  Teams are not allowed to bring in any previously 
 written estimates/lists of the various cargos. 

 4.  If a team rips or otherwise damages their foil, they may trade it in for a new piece, up to three 
 times.  However, they will not be granted any additional construction/prediction time when 
 doing so, even if they need to wait between the time they have requested a new piece and are 
 able to demonstrate that they are turning in all of their old piece (for example, another team has 
 requested a new piece earlier and currently has the supervisor’s attention). 

 Phase 2 
 Loading 

 1.  The event supervisor will provide the team with the cargo to be loaded.  The cargo will be dry 
 and not used in previous trials during that section of the event.  Each team will be given 5 
 minutes to load their barge. 

 2.  One of the team members will place the unloaded barge into a basin of water. Pieces must be 
 loaded one at a time, by the students, while the barge is floating in the water.  Attempting to 
 load more than one piece of cargo at a time will result in disqualification. The barge may  not  be 
 steadied by one team member as the other is loading cargo.  Teams may choose to have one 
 team member load all the cargo or share the cargo loading between the team members. 

 3.  The barge must be loaded until it sinks.  Any cargo  that drops in the water without landing on 
 the barge, bounces off the barge as it is being loaded, or causes the barge to sink will not count 
 in the total cargo. Sinking occurs when cargo falls off the barge into the water, or cargo gets wet. 
 This includes water that accidentally enters the barge as a result of splashing or waves from the 
 container being bumped. The last piece of cargo loaded that causes the barge to sink will be 
 subtracted from the total before the final scoring calculation is made. 

 4.  If the 5 minute loading period expires before the barge has sunk, the current number of cargo 
 items loaded is taken as the barge capacity. 

 5.  A team will be disqualified if the supervisor determines that a team has intentionally sunk 
 their barge at or near the predicted cargo. 
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 Scoring 

 Ranking is determined from the highest score to the lowest score.  The score is determined by the 
 following formula: 

 Score = (Cargo Loaded* x 10) – (absolute difference between predicted cargo and actual cargo) 

 *Cargo Loaded is defined as the number of pieces of cargo loaded onto the barge minus one (the piece 
 that caused the barge to sink). 

 Examples: 

 A. If the team predicts their barge will hold 70 pieces and it sinks when the 57th piece is 
 loaded, their score will be (56 x 10) – (|70-56|) = 546 points 

 B. If the team predicts their barge will hold 70 pieces and it sinks when the 72nd piece is 
 loaded, their score will be (71 x 10) – (|70-71|) = 709 points. 

 Tie Break Criteria 

 Tiebreaker 1:  Ties will be broken by accuracy of the prediction; the team whose prediction is the closest 
 to the actual number loaded will be declared the winner. 

 Tiebreaker 2:  If two teams’ predictions are equally close, then the team whose prediction did not 
 exceed the actual cargo will be declared the winner. 

 Tiebreaker 3:   In the highly unlikely event there are two identical predictions and scores, the following 
 tiebreaker will be used. Teams, while waiting their turn to load, will have an opportunity to examine an 
 object, (e.g. toy boat or Tupperware container). They will be asked to enter an estimate of how much of 
 the event cargo is required to sink the object. The team closest will be declared the winner. 

 Materials Distributed by WESO 

 None. 
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